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Intro
We are M[EE]2 and our project is to redesign Micro-Vu’s metrology computer (the Q16) with
modern components and updated firmware. Metrology machines take high precision and high
accuracy measurements, and a computer attached to each machine reads out the
measurements. We will be redesigning the logic and display circuit boards on the Q16. The
ports and communication methods with the machine will stay the same as it must be a drop-in
replacement.
The motivation behind the redesign stems from the age of the current design. The current
design was created in 1986, and has not had significant modifications since. As technology has
improved in the last 30 years, the current design is now expensive, obsolete, and time
consuming to fabricate.
The stakeholders include Natalie Lizama (our primary contact with the sponsor), Melinda Ong,
Mitchell Aiken, Micro-Vu, Micro-Vu’s consumers, and Karla Carichner. The Micro-Vu sponsor is
Zack Reinman. Our faculty advisor is Karla Carichner. Our goal is to successfully deliver a
functional design in which its assembly can be further automated and streamlined.

Background
Micro-Vu is a company that designs and builds metrology machines that are intended to last
decades. The current design of the Q16 computer uses old components that are increasingly
difficult to obtain. The assembly process cannot be automated and maintenance on the
computers is problematic because of how outdated the parts are, so one of their employees
must solder each board by hand. The reason it cannot simply be updated is that the circuit
board must be changed in order to handle the newer type of component. Micro-Vu wants to
redesign one of the circuit boards so that the components are more modern and the assembly
of the board can be automated. There are currently 4 PCBs in the system, and Micro-Vu is
looking to consolidate 2 of the boards into 1. The two boards to be consolidated are shown in
Figure 1. Micro-Vu is also looking to replace the power supply to an off the shelf unit to help with
availability of parts. The current functionality of the system must remain the same with these
changes implemented.
The machine is used to translate machine signals into meaningful numbers. It calculates various
measurements and displays the values on seven segment displays for the user to read off. The
current design was created in 1968, and has had only small updates since then. This project will
completely update two of the PCBs, and therefore update the firmware as well. With these
updates, Micro-Vu will benefit with easier assembly, more available parts, and a lower cost
PCB.
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The ND 120 Quadra-Chek metrology digital readout (DRO) from Heidenhain is a similar product
to the Q16 Metrology Computer from Micro-Vu. Documentation of the ND 120 Quadra-Chek
could be useful in making decisions for this project.

Figure 1: Display and Logic boards to be redesigned

Objectives
The overall goal of this project is to create a replacement metrology computer that is functional,
cost-effective, and efficient to assemble.
System Requirements:
Design requirements:
1. The design shall be a drop-in replacement unit for the Q16 Metrology Computer for
manufacturability.
2. The design shall combine the logic and display boards.
Functional Requirements:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

The design shall update the outdated hardware and develop the firmware.
The design shall support and facilitate the reading of encoder values and user inputs.
The design shall display data on the existing 7-segment screen.
The design shall communicate to a serial printer and store memory.

Metrology Computer Re-Design Formal Engineering Requirements: See Appendix A.
Safety Considerations
As the circuit board is low power there are only minor safety considerations. The main concern
is how susceptible the board is to electrostatic discharge and is properly grounded. Additionally
we are ensuring that all of our components are RoHS compliant.
Safety Checklist
N Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running, shearing,
punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar action, including pinch
points and sheer points?
N Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
N Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
N Will the system produce a projectile?
N Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
N Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
N Will the system have any sharp edges?
Y Will all the electrical systems properly grounded?
N Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40V either AC or
DC? The input power will be 120V from the wall, but everything in the system will be very low
power and voltage.
N Will there be any stored energy in the systems such as batteries, flywheels, hanging weights,
or pressurized fluids?
N Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, dust fuel part of the system?
N Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture during
the use of the design?
Y Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design or
the manufacturing of the design? Lead will be used to solder the board, but the manufacturing
will be almost completely automated to minimize the exposure.
N Can the system generate high levels of noise?
N Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc...?
Y Will the system easier to use safely than unsafely?
N Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain below?
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Design Development
The design considerations for this project revolve around the component selection, so the
concept selection was done for the components. The components we have selected at this time
are the microprocessor, display decoder, display driver, and encoder to counter circuitry. The
final selections can be seen in Table 1, while the selection process can be found in Appendix C.
Since this project is a redesign that must utilize old firmware and mirror functionality, our
component selection process consists of finding a replacement part, confirming its functionality,
and checking that it works with the other parts. We choose the new parts by analyzing the
relevant circuit as well as reading datasheets. Once we understand what is required of the
hardware, we make a choice and prepare to start testing it. The components are mostly
integrated circuits, so there are often newer versions of the same or similar enough chips.
Table 1: Component (Concept) Selection
Component Function

Component Selection

Microprocessor

STM32F207ZG

Display Decoder

SN74LVC138ADR

Display Driver

ICM7228

Encoder to Counter

LS7183

Counter

LS7193

Buffer/Driver

LS244

Hardware Block Descriptions

Figure 2: Hardware Block Diagram Design
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Keyboard Encoder:
● Input of the keyboard to the system
Microprocessor:
● Computer processor holding main program logic
● Clock driven, register based, digital integrated circuit
● Processes instructions stored in memory
Display Driver:
● Used to organize the data into usable numbers for the 7 Segment Display
Display Decoder:
● 3-line to 8-line Decoder Demultiplexers
○ 3 input pins and 8 output lines
● Memory decoder and data routing applications
7-segment Display:
● Electronic display system to display decimal numerals
Firmware Block Descriptions:

Figure 3: Firmware Block Diagram Design
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Metrology Main System:
● Main program logic
● Waits for keypad entries, then dispatches appropriate actions
● Initializes global variables and I/O states
● Presets modes
BIST (Built-in Self Test):
● Checks:
○ Proper hardware connections
○ Functionality of counters
● Verifies the status
Inputs from Keypad and Hardware:
● Gets input from keypad
● Controls all hardware specific routines and variables
● Reads switch banks and assigns values to the appropriate variables
● Sets LED status variables
● Displays data and rites to printer port (if applicable)
Variables and Geometry:
● Reference to modes (i.e. metrics, polar, scale, delay)
● Includes methods and variables to perform mathematical operations
Memory and Preliminary Display Screen:
● Handles memory functions and modes
○ Initialize memory addresses
○ Storage and Recall
○ Check for valid memory location
○ Clear one memory location
○ Clear range of memory locations
○ Clear all memory locations
● Controls display screen inputs
Conversion and Display Screen:
● Converts ASCII to 7 segment display parameters
● Clears extended memory between counters and screen
● Handles display formatting
● Displays values
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Software Development Plan:
We are attempting to use as much of the old firmware as possible, with updates where
necessary. All of Micro-Vu’s X16 firmware is on their GitHub. GitHub is also used for version
control, to keep track of progress, and to discuss software changes. We are working with Zack,
Donald, and Egan from Micro-Vu on updating and writing new code. All of the code is tested on
development boards for our chosen CPU. Once we have a full version of the circuit board we
will test all of the Q16’s functionality on there.

Description of Final Design:
The computer redesign effectively measured encoder ticks, interfaced with the keypad matrix,
and displayed the measurement on a 7-segment display. Furthermore, the firmware was
completely modernized to comply and build according to standard compliances. The
breadboarded circuit served as a proof of concept for the hardware and firmware integration, but
the layout was not taped out and fabricated for the overall prototyped system. The system
satisfied engineering requirements within the scope of the sponsor's project requests.
The next step is to tape out and fabricate the layout and test with the complete hardware and
firmware designs.
Firmware:
The firmware architecture was efficiently modified to integrate with the updated hardware and
operate with the same functionality without the obsolete hardware components (See Figure 4).
The system overview of the firmware architecture highlights the hardware controlled code in red
and explains the connections between each program file. The firmware was further developed
to interface with the updated encoder-counter, keypad matrix, display driver, and 7-segment
display circuits.
The Keil uVision5 IDE was utilized to program the selected development board and launched
from the STM32 CubeMX program, in which the pins could be directly programmed as GPIO
Inputs or Outputs.

Following accordingly to the scope of the project, new code was implemented to interact with
the modern encoder-counter circuit, display driver, and keypad matrix. This code, with revision
control represented on Micro-Vu’s GitHub project, Q16 Firmware for the 2018 Refresh of the
Q16 Metrology Computer, includes interrupts for the encoder-counter circuit, display driver,
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and keypad matrix and is included in the Appendix E).
Each time the code was generated, hundreds of header files were included according to the
hardware specifications of the STM32 development board. As a result, only the modified files
are included for clarity on the program’s functionality.

Figure 4: Firmware Architecture
Encoder to Counter Circuit:
This circuitry is used to convert the encoder data into readings the microprocessor can interpret.
In order to update this circuit, the LS7193 and the LS244 were updated to their newer surface
mount versions. The logic circuitry, boxed in blue in Figure 5, was replaced with a single chip,
the LS7183. This selection was made taking into account the maximum frequency the chip will
need to run at. The maximum frequency was calculated from the maximum frequency of the
attached machinery and the type of encoding used in the old system.
The new schematic can be seen in Figure 6, and the physical hardware is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 5: Schematic of current implementation, with encoder to counter logic boxed.

Figure 6: Schematic of Encoder Circuitry

Figure 7: Hardware of Encoder Circuitry
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Display Driver:
This circuitry is used to read the encoder data into data values the microprocessor can interpret
and send to the 7-segment display.
The new schematic can be seen in Figure 8, and the physical hardware is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8: Schematic of Display Circuitry

Figure 9: Hardware of Display Circuitry
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Keypad Matrix:
This circuitry is used to convert the user entries on the keypad matrix into readings the
microprocessor can interpret.
The new schematic can be seen in Figure 10, and the physical hardware was tested and
verified using a breadboard and the development board.

Figure 10: Schematic of Keypad Matrix Circuitry

Cost Breakdown:
Table N shows the cost breakdown of the components used in the project. The cost of the
printed circuit board varies, as ordering a single test board will cost more per board than
ordering the final product in bulk. It can be assumed that the single test board can be printed for
$50-$100, while the price per board when ordering in bulk could be less than $50. The price of
all the integrated circuits (ICs) is $71.44. The “Product Realization” section discusses the cost of
various prototypes in Table N.
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Table 2: Component Costs

Management Plan:
M[EE]2 created a model for effective performance by internally establishing a Team Contract.
Our mission is to create a fully functioning prototype replacement for the logic and display circuit
boards before the end of spring quarter. We will deliberate over important decisions with all
members and come to consensus on the topic. If that is not possible, then we will postpone the
decision making or refer to a previously chosen 3rd party to help reach consensus. All
attendance is mandatory unless said member has an excuse that the other members agree
with. The team will follow these and all additional rules of operation defined and will
communicate any interferences during the design process. The team estimates a minimum of 8
hours per week dedicated to the project until completion. Team member, Natalie Lizama, has
the primary responsibility for interacting with the sponsor. The team will review communication
for all decisions.
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Figure 11: Gantt Chart Tasks

Figure 12: Gantt Chart Month View
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Product Realization:
The manufacturing of the project included implementing the circuits on breadboards, Figure N,
for testing, and then soldering the circuits onto a prototype board, Figure N, for the final
demonstration. Although these figures only show the encoder circuit, both the encoder and
display circuits were created with this method. Both implementations of the circuits were done
with through-hole components. The circuit on the prototype board was hand soldered by team
members.

Figure 13: Encoder circuit plugged in to breadboard

Figure 14: Encoder circuit soldered on a prototype board
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The final prototype for this project is not the planned design for the final product. The final
product will be a printed circuit board, with surface mount components. In order to create a
printed circuit board, a layout must be designed with the new components.
Instead of the hand soldering done for the prototype, the final product will be soldered in an
automated process. Table N shows the estimated manufacturing costs of the prototype created
so far, the future prototype PCB and the final product. The table assumes the most expensive
option.
Table 3: Estimated Manufacturing Costs

Design Verification:
Testing began after receiving the updated components in each section of circuitry. The main
sections were the keyboard circuit, the display circuit, and the encoder-counter circuit. Testing
each circuit consisted of building the circuit on a breadboard as per the schematics (Figure N),
updating, writing, and debugging firmware, running the code through a development board, and
confirming the expected functionality. The functionality is specific to each circuit and will be
explained in the following paragraphs.

Figure 15: Front panel LED display and keyboard.
The keyboard circuit consisted of pull-up resistors (Figure 8 right side) and connections to the
CPU. The keyboard itself (Figure 7) is a matrix of buttons, this allows there to be fewer wires
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than buttons. Testing the functionality involved reading outputs to determine which button had
been pressed, and ensuring each button was recognized.

Figure 16: Breadboarded encoder-counter circuit and pull-up resistors for front panel keyboard.
The encoder-counter circuit (Figure 8) consisted of one encoder, one encoder counter IC
(LS7183), two counter ICs (SN74LS193), and one buffer driver IC (SN74LS244). Testing the
functionality involved reading positional data from the encoder, accounting for rollover/under
when the encoder reached its maximum/minimum value, and implementing interrupts in the
code so it can rollover fast enough.

Figure 17: Breadboarded display decoder and LED circuit.
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The display circuit (Figure 9) consisted of a power decoupling capacitor, display decoder IC
(ICM7228), and common anode 7-segment LED (D5621A). Testing the functionality involved
sending signals to the decoder to control the LED display.

Figure 18: Final functional prototype with encoder, encoder-counter circuit, and display circuit
each connected to the Nucleo development board.
Once each of the individual sections were fully functional, the encoder-counter and display
circuits were built on protoboards. The boards were then connected (Figure 10) so the display
would count up and down as the encoder was spun. Testing consisted of code modifications for
communication between the circuits and ensuring the counting directions matched between the
encoder and the display.
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Testing: Each group of components that we choose we will test on the development board for
individual functionality. We cannot create the full tests until we have a better understanding of
the firmware and what changes we may need to make for each section. However, as an
example, for the encoder/counter section we have built the circuit from the finalized chips and
hooked it up to the development board. Once the firmware is fully functional we will be able to
spin the encoder and read data from it on the development board. Some of the other tests will
include measurement conversions, accepting keypad/board inputs, displaying numbers on the
7-segment display, saving and loading data, and a built in self-test. When we have finished the
board layout and have updated enough of the firmware we will write programs to test the
updated Q16’s functionality on the entire board.
Exact steps for testing differ as each circuit performs individual functionalities. The
encoder-counter circuit operates as the standardized device to convert the information from the
physical encoder to digital logic to be manipulated. The keyboard matrix circuit decodes the
user input via button presses from a matrix of signals. The display circuit accepts and analyzes
signals to update the 7-segment LED display accordingly. Our general approach to ensure
correct functionality was as follows:
●
●
●

Build circuit and connect to development board
Build and run code to ensure functionality
Debug/update firmware

After ensuring all individual circuits work as expected, the future steps include:
●
●
●

Tape out board for fabrication
Test functionality of entire redesigned computer
Iterate as necessary
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Appendices
A.) Metrology Computer Re-Design Formal Engineering Requirements:
Table of Specifications
Spec #

Parameter
Description

Requirement or
Target (units)

Tolerance

Risk Compliance

1

Size

13”W x 6 ⅜” H

+ 3” each
dimension max

L

T,S,I

2

Cost

H

S,A

3

Power

117 VAC; 1 A*

M

T,S,A

4

Assembly

SMD
Components

L

A

5

Input/Output

3 TTL Compatible N/A
Encoder
Connectors

L

S

2 RS232 (25 pin)
Serial Ports

N/A

L

S

1 Remote
keyboard
connector

N/A

L

S

Can do through
hole if all SMD
not possible

6

Processor

16 Bits

T,A

7

Memory
locations

100

T,A

RS232
Interface

Computer and
Printer

Options

Programmable
and Footpedal

SCP
Interface

N/A

T
T
T

*For entire computer with our design integrated.
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B.) References
Figure 1: Display and Logic boards to be redesigned: Provided by Micro-Vu via PolyLearn
Sponsor Presentations Timetable of Milestones: Provided by Faculty Advisor via PolyLearn
ENGR 459 Course Syllabus

Timetable of Milestones: Provided by Faculty Advisor via PolyLearn ENGR 459 Course Syllabus
C.) Pugh Matrices
Microprocessor:

Figure 6: Microprocessor Pugh Matrix
We considered several different options for the microprocessor. We narrowed it down to the
three processors Micro-Vu already has on hand and in use in other applications. We ended up
choosing the STM32F207ZG instead of any of these three. It is still in the same family, but is
stronger overall.

Display Decoder
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Figure 7: Display Decoder Pugh Matrix
The “datum” was the “best” concept because it was the same manufacturer, Texas Instruments
as before and held the same functionality and I/O ports as the through-hole components in the
surface mounting type.
The 74VHC138FT (Toshiba Decoder, concept E) was the weakest option because it was
longer, wider, took a long time to ship (12 weeks), and has a minimum order quantity of 2,500.
Similarly, many other concepts such as B, C, D, and F saw similar results.
While both concept C and E were stronger regarding the “less expensive” criteria, the difference
between those components and the “datum” were mere pennies.
As a result, I would like to select our “datum,” concept A for our display decoders on the display
board.
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Display Driver

Figure 8: Display Driver Pugh Matrix
The AS1106_07 is the best option for the display driver. The current driver has 8 input ports,
and the IMC7228 and AS1106_07 are the only options that also have 8 input ports.
The IMC7228 is very expensive, and therefore it would be prefered to use the AS1106_07. The
U in row 4 for AS1106_07 is to indicate that the interface of the AS1106_07 may or may not be
better than the current interface.
The MC14511B and CD4056BM96 are very simple and cheap, just use an interface called
"BCD" which is not common, and may cause issues. They also do not have great
documentation, which could be due to the simplicity of the IC.
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D.) Preliminary Bill of Materials
Part #

Supplier

Functionality

Cost $

DS1321S+

Digikey

Non-volatile controller

SHF-117-01-L-D-SM

Digikey

17x2 male pin

5.03

DF20F-50DP-1V(56)

Digikey

25x2 male pin

3.96

BM07B-GHS-TBT(LF)(SN)(N) Digikey

7x1 male pin

0.59

3020-26-0300-00

Digikey

13x2 male pin

0.84

114-87-318-41-134161

Digikey

9x2 female socket

1.16

15912065

Digikey

90 degree 6x1 male pin

BH908T-C

Digikey

battery holder

1.27

Amazon

coin battery 3v

1.91

ABLS-3.6864MHZ-DT

Digikey

Crystal 3.6864 mhz

0.36

ABLS-12.000MHZ-B4-T

Digikey

Crystal 12 mhz

0.25

AT27C256R-70JU

Digikey

EPROM

1.47

SN74HCT373NSR

Digikey

Octal Transparent D-Type Latch

0.54

SN74HCT244NSR

Digikey

IC Buffer Driver

0.54

1N4148X-TP

Digikey

75V 150mA

0.14

UMK107BJ105KA-T

Digikey

1mF

0.18

CL21A226KOQNNNE

Digikey

22mF

0.42

GJM1555C1H4R7WB01D

Digikey

4.7pF 50V

0.3

CL10C100JC8NNNC

Digikey

10pF 100V

0.1

08051A101FAT2A

Digikey

100pF 100V

0.41

600L100JT200T

Digikey

10 pF 200V

0.82

C0805C473K2RACAUTO

Digikey

.047 mF

0.36

214-99-640-01-670800

Digikey

40 pin 2x20

2.9

214-44-628-01-670800

Digikey

28 pin 2x14

2.52

114-87-316-41-134161

Digikey

16 pin 2x8

1.03

SMF3100KJT

Digikey

100k ohm

0.46

RC1206JR-073K9L

Digikey

3.9k ohm

0.1

SMF212KJT

Digikey

12k ohm

0.57

SMF24K7JT

Digikey

4.7k ohm

0.57

SN74LS00DBR

Texas Instruments

Quad 2 input positive NAND GATE

SN74LS04DBR

Texas Instruments

Hex Inverter

1.01

SN74LS20D

Texas Instruments

Dual 4 input positve NAND Gate

1.08

10.26

4.2

0.7
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SN74LS27DR

Mouser

Triple 3 input positive NOR Gate

1.02

SN74LS32DBR

Texas Instruments

Quad 2 input positive OR Gate

0.66

SN74LS74ADBR

Digikey

Dual D-type pos.-edge-triggered
flip-flops with preset and clear

0.63

SN74LS138DR

Texas Instruments

3-line to 8-line decoder

0.83

SN74LS139AD

Texas Instruments

Dual 2 line to 4 line decoder

0.81

SN74LS164DR

Mouser

8-Bit Parallel-Out Serial Shift
Registers

0.72

SN74LS193NSR

Texas Instruments

Synchronous 4-Bit Up/Down Binary
Counters

1.11

SN74LS244DBR

Texas Instruments

Octal buffers and line drivers

0.91

SN74HC14NSR

Digikey

IC HEX INVERTER SHMT

0.42

CD4070BPW

Mouser

CMOS Quad Exclusive-OR Gate

0.49

SN74HCT245DBR

Digikey

Octal Bus Transceivers

0.54

SN75188D

Digikey

Quadruple Line Driver

0.65

SN75189DR

Digikey

IC quad line RCVR

0.67

STM32F207ZC

Digikey

CPU

AS1106_07

Digikey

IC display driver

7.61

620-1315-2-ND

Digikey

IC 8-channel source driver

1.84

SN74LVC138ADR

Digikey

3-line to 8-line decoder/multiplexer

0.46

SN74LS32DBR

Digikey

Quadruple 2-input positive OR gates

0.63

SN74ALS259DR

Digikey

Octal addressable latches

3.11

SN7438NSR

Digikey

4 Channel 2 Input NAND gate

3020-26-0300-00

Digkey

2x13 Male pin

0.84

3020-14-0300-00

Digikey

7x2 Male pin

0.58

15912065

Digikey

6x1 Male pin

4.2

Total Cost:

12.75

1.7

89.23
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E.) Code
Encoder-Counter
main.c
/**
*********************************************************************
*********
* @file
: main.c
* @brief
: Main program body
*********************************************************************
*********
*/
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "main.h"
#include "stm32f2xx_hal.h"
/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */
/* USER CODE END Includes */
/* Private variables
---------------------------------------------------------*/
ETH_HandleTypeDef heth;
UART_HandleTypeDef huart3;
PCD_HandleTypeDef hpcd_USB_OTG_FS;
int input_0 = 0;
int input_1 = 0;
int input_2 = 0;
int input_3 = 0;
int input_4 = 0;
int input_5 = 0;
int input_6 = 0;
int input_7 = 0;
int32_t count_value = 0;
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static int32_t count_history[10000];
static int32_t total_count = 0;
static int counter = 1;
int32_t delta = 0;
int sign = 0;
/* USER CODE BEGIN PV */
/* Private variables
---------------------------------------------------------*/
/* USER CODE END PV */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/
void SystemClock_Config(void);
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void);
//static void MX_ETH_Init(void);
static void MX_USART3_UART_Init(void);
static void MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init(void);
static void EXTI15_10_IRQHandler_Config(void);
void HAL_GPIO_EXTI_Callback(uint16_t GPIO_Pin);
/* USER CODE BEGIN PFP */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/
void readValue(int input_0, int input_1, int input_2, int input_3,
int input_4, int input_5, int input_6, int input_7,
int32_t total_count, int32_t count_history[10000], int32_t
count_value, int counter, int32_t delta, int sign);
void displayValue(int32_t total_count);
/* USER CODE END PFP */
/* USER CODE BEGIN 0 */
/* USER CODE END 0 */
/**
* @brief The application entry point.
*
* @retval None
*/
void readValue(int input_0, int input_1, int input_2, int input_3,
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int input_4, int input_5, int input_6, int input_7,
int32_t total_count, int32_t count_history[10000], int32_t
count_value, int counter, int32_t delta, int sign)
{
input_0 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_0);
input_1 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_1);
input_2 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_2);
input_3 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_3);
input_4 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_4);
input_5 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_5);
input_6 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_6);
input_7 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port, pin_7);
count_value = 1*input_0 + 2*input_1 + 4*input_2 +
8*input_3
+ 16*input_4 + 32*input_5 + 64*input_6 + 128*input_7;
count_history[counter] = count_value;
delta = count_history[counter] - count_history[counter-1];
total_count += delta;
//Increments the counter, used to index cout_diff array
counter += 1;
}
void displayValue(int32_t total_count)
{
char cMessage[50];
char *ptr = &cMessage[0];
sprintf(ptr, "\n\r%u\t%u\t%u\t%u\t%u",
count_value,counter,count_history[counter],sign,total_count);
//sprintf(ptr, "\n\r%u", total_count);
uint8_t *uintMessage = (uint8_t *)cMessage;
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart3, uintMessage, sizeof(cMessage),
0xFFF);
}
int main(void)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */
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/* USER CODE END 1 */
/* MCU
Configuration---------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Reset of all peripherals, Initializes the Flash interface and
the Systick. */
HAL_Init();
/* USER CODE BEGIN Init */
/* USER CODE END Init */
/* Configure the system clock */
SystemClock_Config();
/* USER CODE BEGIN SysInit */
/* USER CODE END SysInit */
/* Initialize all configured peripherals */
MX_GPIO_Init();
//MX_ETH_Init();
MX_USART3_UART_Init();
MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init();
/* USER CODE BEGIN 2 */
// EXTI15_10_IRQHandler_Config();
/* USER CODE END 2 */
/* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */
readValue(input_0, input_1, input_2, input_3, input_4, input_5,
input_6, input_7,
total_count, count_history, count_value, counter, delta, sign);
EXTI15_10_IRQHandler_Config();
//Decalaring encoder value as encoder_value[13] meant that it
was being referred to as an array type
//Appends the current count value to an array
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/* Infinite loop */
/* USER CODE BEGIN WHILE */
while (1)
{
//readValue(input_0, input_1, input_2, input_3, input_4,
input_5, input_6, input_7,
//total_count, count_history, count_value, counter, delta,
sign);
input_0
input_1
input_2
input_3
input_4
input_5
input_6
input_7

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(encoder_port,

pin_0);
pin_1);
pin_2);
pin_3);
pin_4);
pin_5);
pin_6);
pin_7);

count_value = 1*input_0 + 2*input_1 + 4*input_2 +
8*input_3
+ 16*input_4 + 32*input_5 + 64*input_6 + 128*input_7;
count_history[counter] = count_value;
delta = count_history[counter] - count_history[counter-1];
total_count += delta;
//Increments the counter, used to index cout_diff array
counter += 1;
//EXTI15_10_IRQHandler_Config();
//displayValue(total_count);
char cMessage[50];
char *ptr = &cMessage[0];
sprintf(ptr, "\n\r%u\t%u\t%u\t%u\t%u",
count_value,counter,count_history[counter],sign,total_count);
//sprintf(ptr, "\n\r%u", total_count);
uint8_t *uintMessage = (uint8_t *)cMessage;
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HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart3, uintMessage, sizeof(cMessage),
0xFFF);
/* USER CODE END WHILE */
}
/* USER CODE END 3 */
}
/**
* @brief System Clock Configuration
* @retval None
*/
void SystemClock_Config(void)
{
RCC_OscInitTypeDef RCC_OscInitStruct;
RCC_ClkInitTypeDef RCC_ClkInitStruct;
/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks
*/
RCC_OscInitStruct.OscillatorType = RCC_OSCILLATORTYPE_HSI;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSIState = RCC_HSI_ON;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSICalibrationValue = 16;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLState = RCC_PLL_ON;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLSource = RCC_PLLSOURCE_HSI;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLM = 13;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLN = 195;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLP = RCC_PLLP_DIV2;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLQ = 5;
if (HAL_RCC_OscConfig(&RCC_OscInitStruct) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks
*/
RCC_ClkInitStruct.ClockType =
RCC_CLOCKTYPE_HCLK|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_SYSCLK
|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK1|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK2;
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RCC_ClkInitStruct.SYSCLKSource = RCC_SYSCLKSOURCE_PLLCLK;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.AHBCLKDivider = RCC_SYSCLK_DIV1;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB1CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV4;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB2CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV2;
if (HAL_RCC_ClockConfig(&RCC_ClkInitStruct, FLASH_LATENCY_3) !=
HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
/**Configure the Systick interrupt time
*/
HAL_SYSTICK_Config(HAL_RCC_GetHCLKFreq()/1000);
/**Configure the Systick
*/
HAL_SYSTICK_CLKSourceConfig(SYSTICK_CLKSOURCE_HCLK);
/* SysTick_IRQn interrupt configuration */
HAL_NVIC_SetPriority(SysTick_IRQn, 0, 0);
}
/* USART3 init function */
static void MX_USART3_UART_Init(void)
{
huart3.Instance = USART3;
huart3.Init.BaudRate = 115200;
huart3.Init.WordLength = UART_WORDLENGTH_8B;
huart3.Init.StopBits = UART_STOPBITS_1;
huart3.Init.Parity = UART_PARITY_NONE;
huart3.Init.Mode = UART_MODE_TX_RX;
huart3.Init.HwFlowCtl = UART_HWCONTROL_NONE;
huart3.Init.OverSampling = UART_OVERSAMPLING_16;
if (HAL_UART_Init(&huart3) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
}
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/**
* @brief Configures EXTI line 15_10 (connected to PC.13 pin) in
interrupt mode
* @param None
* @retval None
*/
static void EXTI15_10_IRQHandler_Config(void)
{
GPIO_InitTypeDef
GPIO_InitStructure;
/* Enable GPIOC clock */
__HAL_RCC_GPIOE_CLK_ENABLE();
/* Configure PE.10 pin as input floating */
GPIO_InitStructure.Mode = GPIO_MODE_IT_RISING;
GPIO_InitStructure.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStructure.Pin = GPIO_PIN_10;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOE, &GPIO_InitStructure);
/* Configure PE.12 pin as input floating */
GPIO_InitStructure.Mode = GPIO_MODE_IT_RISING;
GPIO_InitStructure.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStructure.Pin = GPIO_PIN_12;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOE, &GPIO_InitStructure);
/* Enable and set EXTI line 15_10 Interrupt to the lowest priority
*/
HAL_NVIC_SetPriority(EXTI15_10_IRQn, 2, 0);
HAL_NVIC_EnableIRQ(EXTI15_10_IRQn);
}
/**
* @brief EXTI line detection callbacks
* @param GPIO_Pin: Specifies the pins connected EXTI line
* @retval None
*/
void HAL_GPIO_EXTI_Callback(uint16_t GPIO_Pin)
{
count_history[counter] = count_value;
delta = count_history[counter] - count_history[counter-1];
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if (GPIO_Pin == GPIO_PIN_10)
{
uint8_t aMessage[6] = "DOWN\n\r";
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart3, aMessage, sizeof(aMessage),
0xFFF);
if (delta > 0)
{
delta = delta * -1;
}
sign = 0;
}
if (GPIO_Pin == GPIO_PIN_12)
{
uint8_t aMessage[4] = "UP\n\r";
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart3, aMessage, sizeof(aMessage),
0xFFF);
if (delta < 0)
{
delta = delta * -1;
}
sign = 1;
}
counter += 1;
total_count += delta;
displayValue(total_count);
}
/* USB_OTG_FS init function */
static void MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init(void)
{
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Instance = USB_OTG_FS;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.dev_endpoints = 4;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.speed = PCD_SPEED_FULL;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.dma_enable = DISABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.ep0_mps = DEP0CTL_MPS_64;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.phy_itface = PCD_PHY_EMBEDDED;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.Sof_enable = ENABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.low_power_enable = DISABLE;
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hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.vbus_sensing_enable = ENABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.use_dedicated_ep1 = DISABLE;
if (HAL_PCD_Init(&hpcd_USB_OTG_FS) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
}
/** Configure pins as
* Analog
* Input
* Output
* EVENT_OUT
* EXTI
*/
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void)
{
GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_InitStruct;
/* GPIO Ports Clock Enable */
__HAL_RCC_GPIOC_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOH_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOA_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOB_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOD_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOG_CLK_ENABLE();
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
//HAL_GPIO_WritePin(my_led_GPIO_Port, my_led_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOB, LD3_Pin|LD2_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(USB_PowerSwitchOn_GPIO_Port,
USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin : USER_Btn_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = USER_Btn_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_IT_RISING;
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GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(USER_Btn_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : my_led_Pin */
//GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = my_led_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
// HAL_GPIO_Init(my_led_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : LD3_Pin LD2_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = LD3_Pin|LD2_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOB, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(USB_PowerSwitchOn_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : USB_OverCurrent_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = USB_OverCurrent_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(USB_OverCurrent_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
}
/* USER CODE BEGIN 4 */
/* USER CODE END 4 */
/**
* @brief
* @param
* @param
* @retval
*/

This function is executed in case of error occurrence.
file: The file name as string.
line: The line in file as a number.
None
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void _Error_Handler(char *file, int line)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN Error_Handler_Debug */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the HAL error
return state */
while(1)
{
}
/* USER CODE END Error_Handler_Debug */
}
#ifdef USE_FULL_ASSERT
/**
* @brief Reports the name of the source file and the source line
number
*
where the assert_param error has occurred.
* @param file: pointer to the source file name
* @param line: assert_param error line source number
* @retval None
*/
void assert_failed(uint8_t* file, uint32_t line)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 6 */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the file name and
line number,
tex: printf("Wrong parameters value: file %s on line %d\r\n",
file, line) */
/* USER CODE END 6 */
}
#endif /* USE_FULL_ASSERT */
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stm32f2xx_it.c
/**
*********************************************************************
*
* @file
stm32f2xx_it.c
* @brief
Interrupt Service Routines.
*********************************************************************
*
*/
/* Includes -----------------------------------------------------*/
#include "stm32f2xx_hal.h"
#include "stm32f2xx.h"
#include "stm32f2xx_it.h"
/* USER CODE BEGIN 0 */
/* USER CODE END 0 */
/* External variables
--------------------------------------------------------*/
/**
* @brief This function handles System tick timer.
*/
void SysTick_Handler(void)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN SysTick_IRQn 0 */
/* USER CODE END SysTick_IRQn 0 */
HAL_IncTick();
HAL_SYSTICK_IRQHandler();
/* USER CODE BEGIN SysTick_IRQn 1 */
/* USER CODE END SysTick_IRQn 1 */
}
/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */
void EXTI15_10_IRQHandler(void)
{
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(GPIO_PIN_10);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(GPIO_PIN_12);
}
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/* USER CODE END 1 */
main.h
/**
*********************************************************************
*
* @file
: main.h
* @brief
: Header for main.c file.
*
This file contains the common defines of the application.
*********************************************************************
*
*/
/* Define to prevent recursive inclusion
-------------------------------------*/
#ifndef __MAIN_H__
#define __MAIN_H__
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */
/* USER CODE END Includes */
/* Private define
------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

USER_Btn_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
USER_Btn_GPIO_Port GPIOC
MCO_Pin GPIO_PIN_0
MCO_GPIO_Port GPIOH
RMII_MDC_Pin GPIO_PIN_1
RMII_MDC_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_REF_CLK_Pin GPIO_PIN_1
RMII_REF_CLK_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_MDIO_Pin GPIO_PIN_2
RMII_MDIO_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_CRS_DV_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
RMII_CRS_DV_GPIO_Port GPIOA
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

RMII_RXD0_Pin GPIO_PIN_4
RMII_RXD0_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_RXD1_Pin GPIO_PIN_5
RMII_RXD1_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_TXD1_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
RMII_TXD1_GPIO_Port GPIOB
LD3_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
LD3_GPIO_Port GPIOB
STLK_RX_Pin GPIO_PIN_8
STLK_RX_GPIO_Port GPIOD
STLK_TX_Pin GPIO_PIN_9
STLK_TX_GPIO_Port GPIOD
USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin GPIO_PIN_6
USB_PowerSwitchOn_GPIO_Port GPIOG
USB_OverCurrent_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
USB_OverCurrent_GPIO_Port GPIOG
USB_SOF_Pin GPIO_PIN_8
USB_SOF_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_VBUS_Pin GPIO_PIN_9
USB_VBUS_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_ID_Pin GPIO_PIN_10
USB_ID_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_DM_Pin GPIO_PIN_11
USB_DM_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_DP_Pin GPIO_PIN_12
USB_DP_GPIO_Port GPIOA
TMS_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
TMS_GPIO_Port GPIOA
TCK_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
TCK_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_TX_EN_Pin GPIO_PIN_11
RMII_TX_EN_GPIO_Port GPIOG
RMII_TXD0_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
RMII_TXD0_GPIO_Port GPIOG
SWO_Pin GPIO_PIN_3
SWO_GPIO_Port GPIOB
LD2_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
LD2_GPIO_Port GPIOB

#define pin_0 GPIO_PIN_0
#define pin_1 GPIO_PIN_1
#define pin_2 GPIO_PIN_2
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

pin_3 GPIO_PIN_3
pin_4 GPIO_PIN_4
pin_5 GPIO_PIN_5
pin_6 GPIO_PIN_6
pin_7 GPIO_PIN_7
encoder_port GPIOD

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

BORROW_Pin GPIO_PIN_10
BORROW_GPIO_Port GPIOE
BORROW_EXTI_IRQn EXTI15_10_IRQn
CARRY_Pin GPIO_PIN_12
CARRY_GPIO_Port GPIOE
CARRY_EXTI_IRQn EXTI15_10_IRQn

/* ########################## Assert Selection
############################## */
/**
* @brief Uncomment the line below to expanse the "assert_param"
macro in the
*
HAL drivers code
*/
/* #define USE_FULL_ASSERT
1U */
/* USER CODE BEGIN Private defines */
/* USER CODE END Private defines */
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
void _Error_Handler(char *, int);
#define Error_Handler() _Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__)
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* __MAIN_H__ */
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stm32f2xx_it.h
/**
*********************************************************************
*
* @file
stm32f2xx_it.h
* @brief
This file contains the headers of the interrupt
handlers.
*********************************************************************
*
*/
/* Define to prevent recursive inclusion
-------------------------------------*/
#ifndef __STM32F2xx_IT_H
#define __STM32F2xx_IT_H
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "stm32f2xx_hal.h"
#include "main.h"
/* Exported types
------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Exported constants
--------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Exported macro
------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Exported functions
------------------------------------------------------- */
void SysTick_Handler(void);
void EXTI15_10_IRQHandler(void);
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
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#endif /* __STM32F2xx_IT_H */

Keypad Matrix
main.c
/**
*********************************************************************
*********
* @file
: main.c
* @brief
: Main program body
*********************************************************************
*********
*/
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "main.h"
#include "stm32f2xx_hal.h"
#include <stm32f2xx.h>
/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */
/* USER CODE END Includes */
/* Private variables
---------------------------------------------------------*/
ETH_HandleTypeDef heth;
UART_HandleTypeDef huart3;
PCD_HandleTypeDef hpcd_USB_OTG_FS;
/* USER CODE BEGIN PV */
uint16_t col_position = 20;
uint16_t row_position = 20;
uint8_t buttons[6][7] [20] = {
{"\n\r", "\n\rMetric/Inch", "\n\rPreset", "\n\r",
"\n\r7","\n\r8","\n\r9"} ,
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{"\n\rZero/Reset", "\n\rScale", "\n\rF", "\n\r",
"\n\r4","\n\r5","\n\r6"} ,
{"\n\rEnter/Display", "\n\r", "\n\r", "\n\r",
"\n\r1","\n\r2","\n\r3"} ,
{"\n\rZero/Reset", "\n\rInc/Abs", "\n\rPolar/Cart", "\n\r",
"\n\r.","\n\r0","\n\r-"} ,
{"\n\rZ/Ref", "\n\rStore Mem", "\n\rRecall Mem", "\n\r",
"\n\r","\n\r","\n\r"} ,
{"\n\rZero/Reset", "\n\rSkew Cal", "\n\rSkew Mode",
"\n\rAngle", "\n\rRadius","\n\rPrint","\n\rXmit"}
};
uint16_t columnNames[7] [20];

uint8_t
uint8_t
uint8_t
uint8_t
uint8_t
uint8_t
uint8_t

column13;
column11;
column5;
column6;
column8;
column9;
column10;

/* USER CODE END PV */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/
void SystemClock_Config(void);
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void);
//static void MX_ETH_Init(void);
static void MX_USART3_UART_Init(void);
static void MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init(void);
/* USER CODE BEGIN PFP */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/
int scanRows(uint16_t column);
int scanColumns(void);
void display_button(void);
void writeRows(void);
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void readColumns(uint8_t *column13, uint8_t *column11, uint8_t
*column5, uint8_t *column6, uint8_t *column8, uint8_t *column9,
uint8_t *column10);
/* USER CODE END PFP */
/* USER CODE BEGIN 0 */

int scanRows(uint16_t column)
{
uint16_t row_names[6] =
{Row_1_Pin,Row_2_Pin,Row_3_Pin,Row_4_Pin,Row_7_Pin,Row_12_Pin};
GPIO_TypeDef * row_port_names[6] =
{GPIOG,GPIOD,GPIOG,GPIOF,GPIOE,GPIOD};
uint16_t col_names[7] =
{Col_13_Pin,Col_5_Pin,Col_6_Pin,Col_8_Pin,Col_9_Pin,Col_10_Pin,Col_11
_Pin};
GPIO_TypeDef * col_port_names[7] =
{GPIOD,Col_5_GPIO_Port,GPIOE,GPIOE,GPIOE,GPIOE,GPIOD};
for(int i=0; i <=6; i++)
{
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(row_port_names[i], row_names[i],
GPIO_PIN_SET);
uint8_t col_read_val =
HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(col_port_names[column], col_names[column]);
if (col_read_val == 1)
{
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(row_port_names[i], row_names[i],
GPIO_PIN_RESET);
row_position = i;
break;
}
}
return row_position;
}
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int scanColumns(void)
{
uint16_t col_names[7] =
{Col_13_Pin,Col_5_Pin,Col_6_Pin,Col_8_Pin,Col_9_Pin,Col_10_Pin,Col_11
_Pin};
GPIO_TypeDef * col_port_names[7] =
{GPIOD,Col_5_GPIO_Port,GPIOE,GPIOE,GPIOE,GPIOE,GPIOD};
for(int j=0; j<=6; j++)
{
uint8_t col_read_val = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(col_port_names[j],
col_names[j]);
if (col_read_val == 0)
{
col_position = j;
break;
}

}
return col_position;
}
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void display_button(void)
{

col_position = scanColumns();
row_position = scanRows(col_position);
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart3, buttons[row_position][col_position],
sizeof(buttons[row_position][col_position]), 0xFFF);
HAL_Delay(500);
}

void writeRows(void)
{
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF,
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE,
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOD,
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOD,
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG,
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG,

Row_4_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
Row_7_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
Row_2_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
Row_12_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
Row_1_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
Row_3_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);

}

void readColumns(uint8_t *column13, uint8_t *column11, uint8_t
*column5, uint8_t *column6, uint8_t *column8, uint8_t *column9,
uint8_t *column10)
{
*column13 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOD, Col_13_Pin);
//HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_13_Pin);
*column11 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOD, Col_11_Pin);
//HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_11_Pin);
*column5 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(Col_5_GPIO_Port, Col_5_Pin);
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//HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_5_Pin);
*column6 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, Col_6_Pin);
//HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_6_Pin);
*column8 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, Col_8_Pin);
//HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_8_Pin);
*column9 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, Col_9_Pin);
//HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_9_Pin);
*column10 = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, Col_10_Pin);
//HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_10_Pin);
}

/* USER CODE END 0 */
/**
* @brief The application entry point.
*
* @retval None
*/
int main(void)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */
/* USER CODE END 1 */
/* MCU
Configuration---------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Reset of all peripherals, Initializes the Flash interface and
the Systick. */
HAL_Init();
/* USER CODE BEGIN Init */
/* USER CODE END Init */
/* Configure the system clock */
SystemClock_Config();
/* USER CODE BEGIN SysInit */
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/* USER CODE END SysInit */
/* Initialize all configured peripherals */
MX_GPIO_Init();
//MX_ETH_Init();
MX_USART3_UART_Init();
MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init();
/* USER CODE BEGIN 2 */

/* USER CODE END 2 */
/* Infinite loop */
/* USER CODE BEGIN WHILE */
while (1)
{
/* USER CODE END WHILE */
/* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */
writeRows();
readColumns(&column13, &column11, &column5, &column6, &column8,
&column9, &column10);

if (column13 == 0 | column5 == 0 | column6 == 0 | column8 == 0
| column9 == 0 | column10 == 0 | column11 == 0)
{
display_button();
}
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//
//The following code will print out to uart the input value
from each column
// char bMessage[50];
//
char *pt = &bMessage[0];
//
sprintf(pt, "\n\r 13: %u, 5: %u, 6: %u, 8: %u, 9: %u, 10: %u,
11: %u", column13, column5, column6, column8, column9, column10,
column11);
//
uint8_t *uintMessage = (uint8_t *)bMessage;
//
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart3, uintMessage, sizeof(bMessage),
0xFFF);
//
HAL_Delay(1500);

//
char cMessage[50];
//
char *ptr = &cMessage[0];
//
sprintf(ptr, "\n\r Row: %u, Column: %u", row_position,
col_position);
//
uint8_t *uint8Message = (uint8_t *)cMessage;
//
HAL_UART_Transmit(&huart3, uint8Message, sizeof(cMessage),
0xFFF);

}
/* USER CODE END 3 */
}
/**
* @brief System Clock Configuration
* @retval None
*/
void SystemClock_Config(void)
{
RCC_OscInitTypeDef RCC_OscInitStruct;
RCC_ClkInitTypeDef RCC_ClkInitStruct;
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/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks
*/
RCC_OscInitStruct.OscillatorType = RCC_OSCILLATORTYPE_HSI;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSIState = RCC_HSI_ON;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSICalibrationValue = 16;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLState = RCC_PLL_ON;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLSource = RCC_PLLSOURCE_HSI;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLM = 13;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLN = 195;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLP = RCC_PLLP_DIV2;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLQ = 5;
if (HAL_RCC_OscConfig(&RCC_OscInitStruct) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks
*/
RCC_ClkInitStruct.ClockType =
RCC_CLOCKTYPE_HCLK|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_SYSCLK
|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK1|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK2;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.SYSCLKSource = RCC_SYSCLKSOURCE_PLLCLK;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.AHBCLKDivider = RCC_SYSCLK_DIV1;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB1CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV4;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB2CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV2;
if (HAL_RCC_ClockConfig(&RCC_ClkInitStruct, FLASH_LATENCY_3) !=
HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
/**Configure the Systick interrupt time
*/
HAL_SYSTICK_Config(HAL_RCC_GetHCLKFreq()/1000);
/**Configure the Systick
*/
HAL_SYSTICK_CLKSourceConfig(SYSTICK_CLKSOURCE_HCLK);
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/* SysTick_IRQn interrupt configuration */
HAL_NVIC_SetPriority(SysTick_IRQn, 0, 0);
}
/* ETH init function */
//static void MX_ETH_Init(void)
//{
//

uint8_t MACAddr[6] ;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

heth.Instance = ETH;
heth.Init.AutoNegotiation = ETH_AUTONEGOTIATION_ENABLE;
heth.Init.PhyAddress = LAN8742A_PHY_ADDRESS;
MACAddr[0] = 0x00;
MACAddr[1] = 0x80;
MACAddr[2] = 0xE1;
MACAddr[3] = 0x00;
MACAddr[4] = 0x00;
MACAddr[5] = 0x00;
heth.Init.MACAddr = &MACAddr[0];
heth.Init.RxMode = ETH_RXPOLLING_MODE;
heth.Init.ChecksumMode = ETH_CHECKSUM_BY_HARDWARE;
heth.Init.MediaInterface = ETH_MEDIA_INTERFACE_RMII;

//
//
//

/* USER CODE BEGIN MACADDRESS */

//
//
//
//

if (HAL_ETH_Init(&heth) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}

/* USER CODE END MACADDRESS */

//}
/* USART3 init function */
static void MX_USART3_UART_Init(void)
{
huart3.Instance = USART3;
huart3.Init.BaudRate = 115200;
huart3.Init.WordLength = UART_WORDLENGTH_8B;
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huart3.Init.StopBits = UART_STOPBITS_1;
huart3.Init.Parity = UART_PARITY_NONE;
huart3.Init.Mode = UART_MODE_TX_RX;
huart3.Init.HwFlowCtl = UART_HWCONTROL_NONE;
huart3.Init.OverSampling = UART_OVERSAMPLING_16;
if (HAL_UART_Init(&huart3) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
}
/* USB_OTG_FS init function */
static void MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init(void)
{
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Instance = USB_OTG_FS;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.dev_endpoints = 4;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.speed = PCD_SPEED_FULL;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.dma_enable = DISABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.ep0_mps = DEP0CTL_MPS_64;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.phy_itface = PCD_PHY_EMBEDDED;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.Sof_enable = ENABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.low_power_enable = DISABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.vbus_sensing_enable = ENABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.use_dedicated_ep1 = DISABLE;
if (HAL_PCD_Init(&hpcd_USB_OTG_FS) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
}
/** Configure pins as
* Analog
* Input
* Output
* EVENT_OUT
* EXTI
*/
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void)
{
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GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_InitStruct;
/* GPIO Ports Clock Enable */
__HAL_RCC_GPIOC_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOH_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOA_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOF_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOE_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOB_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOD_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOG_CLK_ENABLE();
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(Row_4_GPIO_Port, Row_4_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(Row_7_GPIO_Port, Row_7_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOB, LD3_Pin|LD2_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOD, Row_2_Pin|Row_12_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG, Row_1_Pin|USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin|Row_3_Pin,
GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin : USER_Btn_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = USER_Btn_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_IT_RISING;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(USER_Btn_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : Row_4_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = Row_4_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(Row_4_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
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/*Configure GPIO pin : Col_5_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = Col_5_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(Col_5_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_5_Pin);
/*Configure GPIO pins : Col_10_Pin Col_9_Pin Col_6_Pin Col_8_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = Col_10_Pin|Col_9_Pin|Col_6_Pin|Col_8_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOE, &GPIO_InitStruct);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_10_Pin);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_9_Pin);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_6_Pin);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_8_Pin);
/*Configure GPIO pin : Row_7_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = Row_7_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(Row_7_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : LD3_Pin LD2_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = LD3_Pin|LD2_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOB, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : Row_2_Pin Row_12_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = Row_2_Pin|Row_12_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOD, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : Col_11_Pin Col_13_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = Col_11_Pin|Col_13_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
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HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOD, &GPIO_InitStruct);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_11_Pin);
HAL_GPIO_EXTI_IRQHandler(Col_13_Pin);
/*Configure GPIO pins : Row_1_Pin USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin Row_3_Pin
*/
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = Row_1_Pin|USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin|Row_3_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOG, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : USB_OverCurrent_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = USB_OverCurrent_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(USB_OverCurrent_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
}
/* USER CODE BEGIN 4 */
/* USER CODE END 4 */
/**
* @brief This function is executed in case of error occurrence.
* @param file: The file name as string.
* @param line: The line in file as a number.
* @retval None
*/
void _Error_Handler(char *file, int line)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN Error_Handler_Debug */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the HAL error
return state */
while(1)
{
}
/* USER CODE END Error_Handler_Debug */
}
#ifdef

USE_FULL_ASSERT
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/**
* @brief Reports the name of the source file and the source line
number
*
where the assert_param error has occurred.
* @param file: pointer to the source file name
* @param line: assert_param error line source number
* @retval None
*/
void assert_failed(uint8_t* file, uint32_t line)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 6 */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the file name and
line number,
tex: printf("Wrong parameters value: file %s on line %d\r\n",
file, line) */
/* USER CODE END 6 */
}
#endif /* USE_FULL_ASSERT */
/**
* @}
*/
/**
* @}
*/
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main.h
/**
*********************************************************************
*
* @file
: main.h
* @brief
: Header for main.c file.
*
This file contains the common defines of the
application.
*********************************************************************
*
*/
/* Define to prevent recursive inclusion
-------------------------------------*/
#ifndef __MAIN_H__
#define __MAIN_H__
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */
/* USER CODE END Includes */
/* Private define
------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

USER_Btn_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
USER_Btn_GPIO_Port GPIOC
MCO_Pin GPIO_PIN_0
MCO_GPIO_Port GPIOH
RMII_MDC_Pin GPIO_PIN_1
RMII_MDC_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_REF_CLK_Pin GPIO_PIN_1
RMII_REF_CLK_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_MDIO_Pin GPIO_PIN_2
RMII_MDIO_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_CRS_DV_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
RMII_CRS_DV_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_RXD0_Pin GPIO_PIN_4
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

RMII_RXD0_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_RXD1_Pin GPIO_PIN_5
RMII_RXD1_GPIO_Port GPIOC
Row_4_Pin GPIO_PIN_12
Row_4_GPIO_Port GPIOF
Col_5_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
Col_5_GPIO_Port GPIOF
Col_10_Pin GPIO_PIN_10
Col_10_GPIO_Port GPIOE
Col_9_Pin GPIO_PIN_12
Col_9_GPIO_Port GPIOE
Col_6_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
Col_6_GPIO_Port GPIOE
Col_8_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
Col_8_GPIO_Port GPIOE
Row_7_Pin GPIO_PIN_15
Row_7_GPIO_Port GPIOE
RMII_TXD1_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
RMII_TXD1_GPIO_Port GPIOB
LD3_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
LD3_GPIO_Port GPIOB
STLK_RX_Pin GPIO_PIN_8
STLK_RX_GPIO_Port GPIOD
STLK_TX_Pin GPIO_PIN_9
STLK_TX_GPIO_Port GPIOD
Row_2_Pin GPIO_PIN_3
Row_2_GPIO_Port GPIOG
Col_11_Pin GPIO_PIN_11
Col_11_GPIO_Port GPIOD
Row_12_Pin GPIO_PIN_12
Row_12_GPIO_Port GPIOD
Col_13_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
Col_13_GPIO_Port GPIOD
Row_1_Pin GPIO_PIN_2
Row_1_GPIO_Port GPIOG
USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin GPIO_PIN_6
USB_PowerSwitchOn_GPIO_Port GPIOG
USB_OverCurrent_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
USB_OverCurrent_GPIO_Port GPIOG
USB_SOF_Pin GPIO_PIN_8
USB_SOF_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_VBUS_Pin GPIO_PIN_9
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

USB_VBUS_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_ID_Pin GPIO_PIN_10
USB_ID_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_DM_Pin GPIO_PIN_11
USB_DM_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_DP_Pin GPIO_PIN_12
USB_DP_GPIO_Port GPIOA
TMS_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
TMS_GPIO_Port GPIOA
TCK_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
TCK_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_TX_EN_Pin GPIO_PIN_11
RMII_TX_EN_GPIO_Port GPIOG
RMII_TXD0_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
RMII_TXD0_GPIO_Port GPIOG
Row_3_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
Row_3_GPIO_Port GPIOG
SWO_Pin GPIO_PIN_3
SWO_GPIO_Port GPIOB
LD2_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
LD2_GPIO_Port GPIOB

/* ########################## Assert Selection #####################
*/
/**
* @brief Uncomment the line below to expanse the "assert_param"
macro in the
*
HAL drivers code
*/
/* #define USE_FULL_ASSERT
1U */
/* USER CODE BEGIN Private defines */
/* USER CODE END Private defines */
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
void _Error_Handler(char *, int);
#define Error_Handler() _Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__)
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
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#endif
#endif /* __MAIN_H__ */
Display Driver
main.c
/**
**********************************************************************
********
* @file
: main.c
* @brief
: Main program body
**********************************************************************
********
** This notice applies to any and all portions of this file
* that are not between comment pairs USER CODE BEGIN and
* USER CODE END. Other portions of this file, whether
* inserted by the user or by software development tools
* are owned by their respective copyright owners.
*
* COPYRIGHT(c) 2018 STMicroelectronics
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification,
* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation
*
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
3. Neither the name of STMicroelectronics nor the names of its
contributors
*
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software
*
without specific prior written permission.
*
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* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR
* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER
* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
*
**********************************************************************
********
*/
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "main.h"
#include "stm32f2xx_hal.h"
/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */
#include <time.h>
/* USER CODE END Includes */
/* Private variables
---------------------------------------------------------*/
ETH_HandleTypeDef heth;
UART_HandleTypeDef huart3;
PCD_HandleTypeDef hpcd_USB_OTG_FS;
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/* USER CODE BEGIN PV */
/* Private variables
---------------------------------------------------------*/
/* USER CODE END PV */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/
void SystemClock_Config(void);
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void);
static void MX_ETH_Init(void);
static void MX_USART3_UART_Init(void);
static void MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init(void);
/* USER CODE BEGIN PFP */
/* Private function prototypes
-----------------------------------------------*/
void writePulse(void);
void writeDigit(unsigned long b[8]);
void write8Digits(unsigned long num);
void writeint(int num);
/* USER CODE END PFP */
/* USER CODE BEGIN 0 */
// Defines
//#define ID0_G GPIO_PIN_1
//#define ID1_F GPIO_PIN_9
//#define ID2_F GPIO_PIN_7
//#define ID3_F GPIO_PIN_8
//#define ID4_E GPIO_PIN_3
//#define ID5_E GPIO_PIN_6
//#define ID6_E GPIO_PIN_5
//#define ID7_E GPIO_PIN_4
//#define WRITE_E GPIO_PIN_2
//#define MODE_G GPIO_PIN_0
/* USER CODE END 0 */
/**
* @brief
*

The application entry point.
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* @retval None
*/

void delay(int time) //delay in ms
{
clock_t delay_begin = clock();
while (clock() < delay_begin + time)
{}
}
void writePulse() {
//Write write pin low
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
// 250ns delay not explicitly required
HAL_Delay(100);
//Write write pin high
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_SET);
}

// Function to write the 8 digits
// Uses Code B encoding in the ICM
void write8Digits(unsigned long num)
{
// Control Mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_SET);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG, GPIO_PIN_0, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Setup control word
//digitalWrite(NOT_SHUTDOWN_PIN, HIGH); // Normal mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_3, GPIO_PIN_SET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_DECODE_PIN, LOW); // Decode mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_6, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_CODE_B_PIN, LOW); // CodeB mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_5, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(DATA_COMING_PIN, HIGH); // The data to display will
follow
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_4, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Write the control word
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//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, LOW);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, HIGH);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Write digits, so mode to low
//digitalWrite(MODE_PIN, LOW);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG, GPIO_PIN_0, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
// Send the 8 digits, starting by the least significant
unsigned long digit = num % 10;
for (char i = 0; i < 10; i++){
writeDigit(&digit);
//digit /= 10;
}
}
void writeDigit(unsigned long b[8])
{
// I'm using CodeB, so I only need the 4
//digitalWrite(ID0_PIN, '00000001' & b);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG, GPIO_PIN_1,
//digitalWrite(ID1_PIN, '00000010' & b);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF, GPIO_PIN_9,
//digitalWrite(ID2_PIN, '00000100' & b);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF, GPIO_PIN_7,
//digitalWrite(ID3_PIN, '00001000' & b);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF, GPIO_PIN_8,

least significant pins
b[0]);
b[1]);
b[2]);
b[0]);

// Digital point always low (Note that it's inverted by the ICM)
//digitalWrite(ID7_PIN, HIGH);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_4, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Write the digit
//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, LOW);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, HIGH);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_SET);
}
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void writeint(int num)
{
// Control Mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_SET);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG, GPIO_PIN_0, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Setup control word
//digitalWrite(NOT_SHUTDOWN_PIN, HIGH); // Normal mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_3, GPIO_PIN_SET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_DECODE_PIN, LOW); // Decode mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_6, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_CODE_B_PIN, LOW); // CodeB mode
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_5, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(DATA_COMING_PIN, HIGH); // The data to display will
follow
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_4, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Write the control word
//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, LOW);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, HIGH);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Write digits, so mode to low
//digitalWrite(MODE_PIN, LOW);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG, GPIO_PIN_0, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
for (char i = 0; i < 8; i++){
// I'm using CodeB, so I only need the 4 least significant
pins
//digitalWrite(ID0_PIN, '00000001' &
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG, GPIO_PIN_1, (num
//digitalWrite(ID1_PIN, '00000010' & b);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF, GPIO_PIN_9, (num
//digitalWrite(ID2_PIN, '00000100' & b);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF, GPIO_PIN_7, (num
//digitalWrite(ID3_PIN, '00001000' & b);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF, GPIO_PIN_8, (num

b);
>> 0) & 1);
>> 1) & 1);
>> 2) & 1);
>> 3) & 1);

// Digital point always low (Note that it's inverted by the ICM)
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//digitalWrite(ID7_PIN, HIGH);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_4, GPIO_PIN_SET);
// Write the digit
//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, LOW);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
//digitalWrite(NOT_WRITE_PIN, HIGH);
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2, GPIO_PIN_SET);
num /= 10;
}
}

int main(void)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */
/* USER CODE END 1 */
/* MCU
Configuration---------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Reset of all peripherals, Initializes the Flash interface and the
Systick. */
HAL_Init();
/* USER CODE BEGIN Init */
/* USER CODE END Init */
/* Configure the system clock */
SystemClock_Config();
/* USER CODE BEGIN SysInit */
/* USER CODE END SysInit */
/* Initialize all configured peripherals */
MX_GPIO_Init();
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//MX_ETH_Init();
MX_USART3_UART_Init();
MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init();
/* USER CODE BEGIN 2 */

/*
// Note
#define
#define
#define
#define

that these pins are the same as ID4-ID7
NOT_SHUTDOWN_PIN 8
NOT_DECODE_PIN 9
NOT_CODE_B_PIN 10
DATA_COMING_PIN 11

*/
// All pins are output
/*
Seven Segment Pinout:
ID0: PG1
ID1: PF9
ID2: PF7
ID3: PF8
ID4: PE3
ID5: PE6
ID6: PE5
ID7: PE4
MODE: PG0
~WRITE: PE2
*/
// A couple of tests
// 1- Fill with 00000000 to 99999999

// 2- Make a full refresh and display the time it takes
//unsigned long time = micros();
// write8Digits(0); // Number to test
//write8Digits(micros() - time); // Displaying microseconds
// HAL_Delay(1000);

//unsigned long counter = 0;
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/* USER CODE END 2 */
/* Infinite loop */
/* USER CODE BEGIN WHILE */
int count = 0;
int count_up = 0;
int count_down = 0;
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_15, GPIO_PIN_SET);
while(1)
{
count_up = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_12);
count_down = HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_14);
if (HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_12) == 0)
{
count ++;
if (count == 10)
{
count = 0;
}
HAL_Delay(200);
writeint(count);
count_up = 0;
}
if (HAL_GPIO_ReadPin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_14) == 0)
{
count --;
if (count == -1)
{
count = 9;
}
HAL_Delay(200);
writeint(count);
count_down = 0;
}
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/*

for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++) {
writeint(i);
HAL_Delay(1000); */

}
/* USER CODE BEGIN 3 */
// Display an infinite counter
// write8Digits(counter++);
// HAL_Delay(2); // If you don't wait at least
//2 microseconds, the display
//doesn't have the time to refresh the 8
digits
}
/* USER CODE END 3 */

/**
* @brief System Clock Configuration
* @retval None
*/
void SystemClock_Config(void)
{
RCC_OscInitTypeDef RCC_OscInitStruct;
RCC_ClkInitTypeDef RCC_ClkInitStruct;
/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks
*/
RCC_OscInitStruct.OscillatorType = RCC_OSCILLATORTYPE_HSI;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSIState = RCC_HSI_ON;
RCC_OscInitStruct.HSICalibrationValue = 16;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLState = RCC_PLL_ON;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLSource = RCC_PLLSOURCE_HSI;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLM = 13;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLN = 195;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLP = RCC_PLLP_DIV2;
RCC_OscInitStruct.PLL.PLLQ = 5;
if (HAL_RCC_OscConfig(&RCC_OscInitStruct) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
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}
/**Initializes the CPU, AHB and APB busses clocks
*/
RCC_ClkInitStruct.ClockType =
RCC_CLOCKTYPE_HCLK|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_SYSCLK
|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK1|RCC_CLOCKTYPE_PCLK2;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.SYSCLKSource = RCC_SYSCLKSOURCE_PLLCLK;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.AHBCLKDivider = RCC_SYSCLK_DIV1;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB1CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV4;
RCC_ClkInitStruct.APB2CLKDivider = RCC_HCLK_DIV2;
if (HAL_RCC_ClockConfig(&RCC_ClkInitStruct, FLASH_LATENCY_3) !=
HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
/**Configure the Systick interrupt time
*/
HAL_SYSTICK_Config(HAL_RCC_GetHCLKFreq()/1000);
/**Configure the Systick
*/
HAL_SYSTICK_CLKSourceConfig(SYSTICK_CLKSOURCE_HCLK);
/* SysTick_IRQn interrupt configuration */
HAL_NVIC_SetPriority(SysTick_IRQn, 0, 0);
}
/* ETH init function */
static void MX_ETH_Init(void)
{
uint8_t MACAddr[6] ;
heth.Instance = ETH;
heth.Init.AutoNegotiation = ETH_AUTONEGOTIATION_ENABLE;
heth.Init.PhyAddress = LAN8742A_PHY_ADDRESS;
MACAddr[0] = 0x00;
MACAddr[1] = 0x80;
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MACAddr[2] = 0xE1;
MACAddr[3] = 0x00;
MACAddr[4] = 0x00;
MACAddr[5] = 0x00;
heth.Init.MACAddr = &MACAddr[0];
heth.Init.RxMode = ETH_RXPOLLING_MODE;
heth.Init.ChecksumMode = ETH_CHECKSUM_BY_HARDWARE;
heth.Init.MediaInterface = ETH_MEDIA_INTERFACE_RMII;
/* USER CODE BEGIN MACADDRESS */
/* USER CODE END MACADDRESS */
if (HAL_ETH_Init(&heth) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
}
/* USART3 init function */
static void MX_USART3_UART_Init(void)
{
huart3.Instance = USART3;
huart3.Init.BaudRate = 115200;
huart3.Init.WordLength = UART_WORDLENGTH_8B;
huart3.Init.StopBits = UART_STOPBITS_1;
huart3.Init.Parity = UART_PARITY_NONE;
huart3.Init.Mode = UART_MODE_TX_RX;
huart3.Init.HwFlowCtl = UART_HWCONTROL_NONE;
huart3.Init.OverSampling = UART_OVERSAMPLING_16;
if (HAL_UART_Init(&huart3) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
}
/* USB_OTG_FS init function */
static void MX_USB_OTG_FS_PCD_Init(void)
{
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hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Instance = USB_OTG_FS;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.dev_endpoints = 4;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.speed = PCD_SPEED_FULL;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.dma_enable = DISABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.ep0_mps = DEP0CTL_MPS_64;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.phy_itface = PCD_PHY_EMBEDDED;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.Sof_enable = ENABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.low_power_enable = DISABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.vbus_sensing_enable = ENABLE;
hpcd_USB_OTG_FS.Init.use_dedicated_ep1 = DISABLE;
if (HAL_PCD_Init(&hpcd_USB_OTG_FS) != HAL_OK)
{
_Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__);
}
}
/** Configure pins as
* Analog
* Input
* Output
* EVENT_OUT
* EXTI
*/
static void MX_GPIO_Init(void)
{
GPIO_InitTypeDef GPIO_InitStruct;
/* GPIO Ports Clock Enable */
__HAL_RCC_GPIOE_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOC_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOF_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOH_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOA_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOG_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOB_CLK_ENABLE();
__HAL_RCC_GPIOD_CLK_ENABLE();
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOE, GPIO_PIN_2|GPIO_PIN_3|GPIO_PIN_4|GPIO_PIN_5
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|GPIO_PIN_6|GPIO_PIN_12|GPIO_PIN_14|GPIO_PIN_15, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOF, GPIO_PIN_7|GPIO_PIN_8|GPIO_PIN_9,
GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOG,
GPIO_PIN_0|GPIO_PIN_1|USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pin Output Level */
HAL_GPIO_WritePin(GPIOB, LD3_Pin|LD2_Pin, GPIO_PIN_RESET);
/*Configure GPIO pins : PE2 PE3 PE4 PE5
PE6 PE15*/
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_2|GPIO_PIN_3|GPIO_PIN_4|GPIO_PIN_5
|GPIO_PIN_6|GPIO_PIN_15;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOE, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : PE12 PE14*/
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_12|GPIO_PIN_14;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOE, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : USER_Btn_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = USER_Btn_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_IT_RISING;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(USER_Btn_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : PF7 PF8 PF9 */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_7|GPIO_PIN_8|GPIO_PIN_9;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOF, &GPIO_InitStruct);
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/*Configure GPIO pins : PG0 PG1 USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = GPIO_PIN_0|GPIO_PIN_1|USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOG, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pins : LD3_Pin LD2_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = LD3_Pin|LD2_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_OUTPUT_PP;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
GPIO_InitStruct.Speed = GPIO_SPEED_FREQ_LOW;
HAL_GPIO_Init(GPIOB, &GPIO_InitStruct);
/*Configure GPIO pin : USB_OverCurrent_Pin */
GPIO_InitStruct.Pin = USB_OverCurrent_Pin;
GPIO_InitStruct.Mode = GPIO_MODE_INPUT;
GPIO_InitStruct.Pull = GPIO_NOPULL;
HAL_GPIO_Init(USB_OverCurrent_GPIO_Port, &GPIO_InitStruct);
}
/* USER CODE BEGIN 4 */
/* USER CODE END 4 */
/**
* @brief This function is executed in case of error occurrence.
* @param file: The file name as string.
* @param line: The line in file as a number.
* @retval None
*/
void _Error_Handler(char *file, int line)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN Error_Handler_Debug */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the HAL error
return state */
while(1)
{
}
/* USER CODE END Error_Handler_Debug */
}
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#ifdef USE_FULL_ASSERT
/**
* @brief Reports the name of the source file and the source line
number
*
where the assert_param error has occurred.
* @param file: pointer to the source file name
* @param line: assert_param error line source number
* @retval None
*/
void assert_failed(uint8_t* file, uint32_t line)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN 6 */
/* User can add his own implementation to report the file name and
line number,
tex: printf("Wrong parameters value: file %s on line %d\r\n",
file, line) */
/* USER CODE END 6 */
}
#endif /* USE_FULL_ASSERT */
/**
* @}
*/
/**
* @}
*/
/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF
FILE****/

Main.h
/**
**********************************************************************
********
* @file
: main.h
* @brief
: Header for main.c file.
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*
application.

This file contains the common defines of the

**********************************************************************
********
** This notice applies to any and all portions of this file
* that are not between comment pairs USER CODE BEGIN and
* USER CODE END. Other portions of this file, whether
* inserted by the user or by software development tools
* are owned by their respective copyright owners.
*
* COPYRIGHT(c) 2018 STMicroelectronics
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification,
* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation
*
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
3. Neither the name of STMicroelectronics nor the names of its
contributors
*
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software
*
without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR
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* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER
* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
*
**********************************************************************
********
*/
/* Define to prevent recursive inclusion
-------------------------------------*/
#ifndef __MAIN_H__
#define __MAIN_H__
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* USER CODE BEGIN Includes */
/* USER CODE END Includes */
/* Private define
------------------------------------------------------------*/
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

USER_Btn_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
USER_Btn_GPIO_Port GPIOC
MCO_Pin GPIO_PIN_0
MCO_GPIO_Port GPIOH
RMII_MDC_Pin GPIO_PIN_1
RMII_MDC_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_REF_CLK_Pin GPIO_PIN_1
RMII_REF_CLK_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_MDIO_Pin GPIO_PIN_2
RMII_MDIO_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_CRS_DV_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
RMII_CRS_DV_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_RXD0_Pin GPIO_PIN_4
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

RMII_RXD0_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_RXD1_Pin GPIO_PIN_5
RMII_RXD1_GPIO_Port GPIOC
RMII_TXD1_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
RMII_TXD1_GPIO_Port GPIOB
LD3_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
LD3_GPIO_Port GPIOB
STLK_RX_Pin GPIO_PIN_8
STLK_RX_GPIO_Port GPIOD
STLK_TX_Pin GPIO_PIN_9
STLK_TX_GPIO_Port GPIOD
USB_PowerSwitchOn_Pin GPIO_PIN_6
USB_PowerSwitchOn_GPIO_Port GPIOG
USB_OverCurrent_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
USB_OverCurrent_GPIO_Port GPIOG
USB_SOF_Pin GPIO_PIN_8
USB_SOF_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_VBUS_Pin GPIO_PIN_9
USB_VBUS_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_ID_Pin GPIO_PIN_10
USB_ID_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_DM_Pin GPIO_PIN_11
USB_DM_GPIO_Port GPIOA
USB_DP_Pin GPIO_PIN_12
USB_DP_GPIO_Port GPIOA
TMS_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
TMS_GPIO_Port GPIOA
TCK_Pin GPIO_PIN_14
TCK_GPIO_Port GPIOA
RMII_TX_EN_Pin GPIO_PIN_11
RMII_TX_EN_GPIO_Port GPIOG
RMII_TXD0_Pin GPIO_PIN_13
RMII_TXD0_GPIO_Port GPIOG
SWO_Pin GPIO_PIN_3
SWO_GPIO_Port GPIOB
LD2_Pin GPIO_PIN_7
LD2_GPIO_Port GPIOB

/* ########################## Assert Selection
############################## */
/**
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* @brief Uncomment the line below to expanse the "assert_param"
macro in the
*
HAL drivers code
*/
/* #define USE_FULL_ASSERT
1U */
/* USER CODE BEGIN Private defines */
/* USER CODE END Private defines */
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
void _Error_Handler(char *, int);
#define Error_Handler() _Error_Handler(__FILE__, __LINE__)
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* __MAIN_H__ */
/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF
FILE****/

stm32f2xx_it.c
/**
**********************************************************************
********
* @file
stm32f2xx_it.c
* @brief
Interrupt Service Routines.
**********************************************************************
********
*
* COPYRIGHT(c) 2018 STMicroelectronics
*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification,
* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation
*
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
3. Neither the name of STMicroelectronics nor the names of its
contributors
*
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software
*
without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR
* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER
* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
*
**********************************************************************
********
*/
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/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "stm32f2xx_hal.h"
#include "stm32f2xx.h"
#include "stm32f2xx_it.h"
/* USER CODE BEGIN 0 */
/* USER CODE END 0 */
/* External variables
--------------------------------------------------------*/
/*********************************************************************
*********/
/*
Cortex-M3 Processor Interruption and Exception Handlers
*/
/*********************************************************************
*********/
/**
* @brief This function handles System tick timer.
*/
void SysTick_Handler(void)
{
/* USER CODE BEGIN SysTick_IRQn 0 */
/* USER CODE END SysTick_IRQn 0 */
HAL_IncTick();
HAL_SYSTICK_IRQHandler();
/* USER CODE BEGIN SysTick_IRQn 1 */
/* USER CODE END SysTick_IRQn 1 */
}
/*********************************************************************
*********/
/* STM32F2xx Peripheral Interrupt Handlers
*/
/* Add here the Interrupt Handlers for the used peripherals.
*/
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/* For the available peripheral interrupt handler names,
*/
/* please refer to the startup file (startup_stm32f2xx.s).
*/
/*********************************************************************
*********/
/* USER CODE BEGIN 1 */
/* USER CODE END 1 */
/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF
FILE****/

Stm32f2xx_it.h
/**
**********************************************************************
********
* @file
stm32f2xx_it.h
* @brief
This file contains the headers of the interrupt handlers.
**********************************************************************
********
*
* COPYRIGHT(c) 2018 STMicroelectronics
*
* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification,
* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
*
1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
*
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
copyright notice,
*
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
documentation
*
and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
*
3. Neither the name of STMicroelectronics nor the names of its
contributors
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*
may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software
*
without specific prior written permission.
*
* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND
CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, THE
* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE
* DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS
BE LIABLE
* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL
* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
GOODS OR
* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER
* CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
LIABILITY,
* OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT
OF THE USE
* OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.
*
**********************************************************************
********
*/
/* Define to prevent recursive inclusion
-------------------------------------*/
#ifndef __STM32F2xx_IT_H
#define __STM32F2xx_IT_H
#ifdef __cplusplus
extern "C" {
#endif
/* Includes
------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include "stm32f2xx_hal.h"
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#include "main.h"
/* Exported types
------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Exported constants
--------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Exported macro
------------------------------------------------------------*/
/* Exported functions
------------------------------------------------------- */
void SysTick_Handler(void);
#ifdef __cplusplus
}
#endif
#endif /* __STM32F2xx_IT_H */
/************************ (C) COPYRIGHT STMicroelectronics *****END OF
FILE****/
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